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THE GANTT GOLDEN YEAR • 1974-2024

Celebrating 50 Years

Harvey B. Gantt Center for African-American Arts + Culture marks its 50th anniversary in 2024 with the Gantt Golden Year, a yearlong celebration of Black joy, genius, and excellence. This celebration trumpets the Gantt’s fifty-year evolution from an idea of two University of North Carolina at Charlotte professors in 1974, Dr. Bertha Maxwell-Roddey and Dr. Mary Harper, to the luminous institution at Levine Center for the Arts in Uptown Charlotte.

Powerful works by exceptional Black artists from the region and around the globe will be on view at the Gantt during 2024. Art exhibitions will include celebratory opening and closing events; artist visits and talks; student tours; and panel discussions with national and local artists, curators, and art enthusiasts.

In the spirit of the Gantt’s mission and vision, celebrating this landmark year will ignite community engagement, while exhibiting the contributions of the Gantt to the arts and cultural landscape of the Charlotte region.

The Gantt Golden Year will feature a series of premier performances and events, exceptional exhibitions, and outstanding programs across five arts and cultural pillars including Dance, Afro-Culinary Foodways, Literary Talks and Community Forums, Art Exhibitions, and Music.
a superlative palette

CONTEMPORARY BLACK WOMEN ARTISTS

CURATED BY DEXTER WIMBERLY

JANUARY 26 – AUGUST 25, 2024

ARTISTS FEATURED

Nina Chanel Abney  
ruby onyinyechi amanze  
Lauren Halsey  
Rachel Jones

Toyin Ojih Odutola  
Jennifer Packer  
Calida Rawles  
Deborah Roberts

Tschabalala Self  
Amy Sherald  
Mickalene Thomas  
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye

Superlative Palette brings together the work of twelve generation-defining, contemporary Black women artists from around the world. In the realm of contemporary art, the contributions of Black women artists have been transformative, challenging traditional narratives, and enriching the cultural landscape. Their powerful and thought-provoking work has not only redefined artistic expression, but has also played a significant role in advocating for social justice, equality, and empowerment. Black women artists have historically faced marginalization and underrepresentation within the art world. Despite these obstacles, they have persevered and crafted an artistry that encompasses a diverse range of themes, mediums, and styles.

THE ARTISTS

Combining representation and abstraction, Nina Chanel Abney’s paintings capture the frenetic pace of contemporary culture. Broaching subjects as diverse as race, celebrity culture, religion, politics, sex, and art history, her works eschew linear storytelling in lieu of disjointed narratives. Ruby Onyinyechi Amanze composes drawings that defy the two-dimensional bounds of paper. Her objects float across the pages, untethered by indicators of gravity, space or time. All the forms are free from the restrictions of land; all sense of directionality is lost and they are light and unbounded.

Lauren Halsey is rethinking the possibilities for art, architecture, and community engagement. Halsey’s work maintains a sense of civic urgency and free-flowing imagination, reflecting the lives of the people and places around her and addressing the crucial issues confronting people of color, queer populations, and the working class. In her paintings, Rachel Jones grapples with the challenges of finding visual means to convey abstract, existential concepts. The figures in her work are notably abstracted and Jones uses bold color, competing forms, and an interplay of textures to communicate her ideas to viewers, who bring their own experiences and cultural backgrounds to the interpretation of her works.

Interested in the topography of skin, Toyin Ojih Odutola has a distinctive style of mark-making using only basic drawing materials, such as ballpoint pens, pencils, pastels, and charcoal. This signature technique involves building up of layers on the page, through blending and shading with the highest level of detail, creating compositions that reinvent and reinterpret the traditions of portraiture. Jennifer Packer’s paintings are rendered in loose line and brush stroke using a limited color palette, often to the extent that her subject merges with or retreats into the background. Suggesting an emotional and psychological depth, her work is enigmatic, avoiding a straightforward reading.

“...[Black women artists] have persevered and crafted an artistry that encompasses a diverse range of themes, mediums, and styles.”
The paintings of Calida Rawles merge hyperrealism with poetic abstraction. Situating her subjects in dynamic spaces, her recent work employs water as a vital, organic, multifaceted material, and historically charged space. Deborah Roberts focuses her gaze on Black children—historically, and still today, among the most vulnerable members of our population—investigating how societal pressures, projected images of beauty or masculinity, and the violence of American racism conditions their experiences growing up in this country as well as how others perceive them.

The formal and conceptual aspects of Tshabalala Self’s work seek to expand her critical inquiry into selfhood and human flourishing. The figures in her work take up space on large pieces of paper or colorful canvases and seem to be caught in private, joyous moments: dancing with a lover, reclining on a bed, greeting a friend. Subverting the genre of portraiture and challenging accepted notions of American identity, Amy Sherald attempts to restore a broader, fuller picture of humanity. Sherald’s work thus foregrounds the idea that Black life and identity are not solely tethered to grappling publicly with social issues, and that resistance lies equally in a full interior life and an expansive vision of selfhood in the world.

Mickalene Thomas introduces complex notions of femininity and challenges common definitions of beauty and aesthetic representation. Her work stems from her long study of art history and classical genres of portraiture and landscape. Lynette Yiadom-Boakye creates fictional figures that are untethered to a specific time or place, and are born from various untraceable subjects: people, objects, thoughts, photographs, or images she has drawn, observed, or recalled. This lack of fixed narrative reference leaves her work open to the projected imagination of the viewer.
ABOUT THE CURATOR

DEXTER WIMBERLY

Dexter Wimberly is an American curator based in Japan who has organized exhibitions in galleries and institutions around the world including the Museum of Arts and Design in New York City, The Green Family Art Foundation in Dallas, KOKI Arts in Tokyo, Bode Projects in Berlin, and The Third Line in Dubai. Wimberly is a Senior Critic at New York Academy of Art, and the founder and director of the Hayama Artist Residency in Japan.
n Please Trouble, Carry Me, Christopher Myers employs tapestry and stained-glass compositions to think about the ways in which Black lives and stories prefigure notions of destiny, home, and history in a global context. The show’s title comes from “Trouble, I’ve Had It All My Days” by Mississippi John Hurt, an African-American blues singer whose work Myers often returns to as a source of inspiration and intersection. Hurt’s tone, artistry and lyrics are filled with notions of home and return that were central to his music, and the world view that he represented.

Mississippi John Hurt lived at the kind of diasporic crossroads that Myers is consistently exploring – from the distribution models of his work in the new technologies afforded him to the mythologies and lies told around his life. These intersections are reflected throughout references in the exhibition. A search for home and the persistence of historicity remain: in Touki Bouki, two queer Senegalese subjects imagine a new home; in the ancient-Greek ritual of Nekiya, history is made manifest towards the future through the mechanism of the ghost. These narratives – at the confluence of mythology, geography, and history – are palpable in Myers’ colorful tapestries.

Let the Mermaids Flirt with Me, a collection of stained glass works inspired by another Hurt song, engages the Black aquatic, from the iconography of Brooklyn fire hydrants to Mami Wata; Langston Hughes to the crisis of forced migration. Liquidity, Myers argues – just like music, mythology, and the diasporic condition – is inextricable from the past and bound to the future.

In the words of Toni Morrison: “All water has a perfect memory and is forever trying to get back to where it was.” Through water, mythos, and music, Myers offers a meditation on diasporic memory – and in conjunction, pain, joy, destiny, and tradition – toward the terms of the world to come.

- COURTESY OF CHRISTOPHER MYERS AND JAMES COHAN, NEW YORK.
Christopher Myers (b. New York City in 1974) is an artist and writer whose work across disciplines is rooted in storytelling. Myers delves into the past to build narratives that speak to the slippages between history and mythology. His diverse practice spans textiles, performance, film, and sculptural objects, often created in collaboration with artisans from around the globe. He has worked with traditional shadow puppet makers in Jogjakarta, silversmiths in Khartoum, conceptual video artists in Ho Chi Minh City, young musicians in New Orleans, woodcarvers in Accra, weavers in Luxor, metal workers in Kenya, and textile printers in Copenhagen. These collaborations are driven by his interest in understanding the ways in which globalization is intimately intertwined with notions of self and community.

Myers is part of a lineage of artists for whom the seemingly domestic and ornamental quality of the tapestry belies a rich tradition of radical craft. This medium has created physical space and pathways for resistance and liberation within the handmade object. In his ongoing series of textile works, Myers uses appliqué, a technique that appears often in quilting and banner making, and has developed as a tangible union of diverse cultural and visual practices – African, European, and American.

Working with longtime collaborator Kaneza Schaal, Myers has designed theater that has travelled from PS122 in New York City to the Genocide Memorial Theater in Kigali, Rwanda. Major upcoming projects include *Fire in the Head: The Journals of Vaslav Nijinsky*, an evening-length theatrical work conceived, designed and directed by Myers and *King Leopold II*, co-directed by Myers and Schaal and designed by Myers, which will premiere at the Walker Art Center in January 2022. He has collaborated with Hank Willis Thomas on a short film *Am I Going Too Fast*, which premiered at Sundance, and has written essays that have been published by *The New York Times*.

Christopher Myers earned his B.A. in Art-Semiotics and American Civilization with focus on race and culture from Brown University in 1995 and participated in the Whitney Museum of American Art Independent Studio Program in 1996. His work has been exhibited throughout the United States and internationally at venues including MoMA PS1; Art Institute of Chicago; Akron Art Museum; Contrast Gallery, Shanghai; Goethe-Institut, Accra, Ghana; San Art, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, and the Studio Museum in Harlem. His work is included in the permanent collections of institutions including the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.; Brooklyn Museum, New York; Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York; Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago; Los Angeles County Museum of Art; and the Studio Museum in Harlem. Myers won a Caldecott Honor in 1998 for his illustrations in the book *Harlem* and a Coretta Scott King Award in 2016 for illustrating *Firebird* with Misty Copeland. Myers currently lives and works in Brooklyn, New York.
Qualeasha Wood: code_anima explores identity, physical and digital boundaries, and the process of individuation through analysis of complex and socially accepted paradoxes. Defined as “an individual’s true inner self,” anima serves as a leitmotif in Wood’s introspective work, which examines the archetypes found within physical and digital societies.

Wood’s technical skills are evident in the digital collages of her tapestries as well as the colorful scenes of her hand-made tuftings. The materiality of these textiles (the warp and weft) are embedded with a “code,” serving as a symbol for the inner workings of the dual experiences felt by Black people, particularly Black women, as well as the multifaceted online identities that mirror or oppose our physical existence.

**REFLECTIONS FROM THE ARTIST**

In code_anima, my exploration delves into the complexities of identity, expectation, and erasure through the prisms of race, gender, and sexuality. This exhibition is a critical examination of the roles historically ascribed to Black women, which demand both a resolution to systemic issues and the simultaneous stripping of personal autonomy and agency.

This body of work draws inspiration from the concept of *deus ex machina* – a narrative device that introduces an unexpected, external force to resolve a complex situation. This device allows us to highlight the paradoxical position of Black women in society – cast simultaneously as both saviors and scapegoats within a white supremacist framework.

The tapestry work in code_anima prominently features selfies taken in mirrors – a choice that subverts the traditional modes of professional photography. These self-captured images reflect
Qualeasha Wood, It’s All For U (If U Rlly Want It), 2024, woven jacquard, glass seed beads and machine embroidery, 59 x 85.5 inches.
a more intimate, unmediated form of self-representation, challenging the polished, curated perfect image. By using the mirror as both a literal and metaphorical tool, these works question the nature of self-perception and external validation, emphasizing the fractured and often contradictory identities that Black women navigate. Embroidered embellishments, including the “Close Friends” icon from Instagram and the “For You” text from TikTok, offer the viewer an unfiltered peek “behind-the-scenes.”

In addition to social media, the work references erotic and fetish websites, such as Pornhub, to further discuss themes of desirability and consumption. This inclusion is crucial in order to confront the prevalent objectification within such spaces while reclaiming autonomy over the portrayal of Black femme bodies. These references serve to critique how societal values are projected onto bodies deemed “other” and explore the tension between visibility and exploitation. Other digital motifs include the use of memes, personal text messages, and designer bags, which punctuate the exhibition with both humor and poignancy.

The tufted works in code_anima explore Queer self-expression and the impact of racism in early childhood through tufted scenes of Barbie dolls. Stemming from my disappointment in the lack of LGBTQ+ representation in the 2023 film Barbie, the work examines how ongoing failures of inclusivity have psychological repercussions. The
Qualeasha Wood (b. 1996 Long Branch, New Jersey) is a textile artist whose work contemplates realities around Black female embodiment that do and might exist. Inspired by a familial relationship to textiles, queer craft, Microsoft Paint, and internet avatars, Wood’s tufted and tapestry pieces mesh traditional craft and contemporary technological materials. Thus, Qualeasha navigates both an internet environment saturated in Black Femme figures and culture, and a political and economic environment holding that embodiment at the margins.

While Wood’s tapestries blend images from social media with religious, specifically Catholic, iconography, her ‘tuftings’ represent cartoon-like figures that recall the racist caricatures widespread in popular family programs of the early-mid-20th century and beyond. In these tuftings, Wood adopts a naïve aesthetic that calls on the nostalgia of cartoon animations and their association with racial stereotyping to unpack notions of Black girlhood. Despite their formal simplicity, the tuftings reveal a lurking tension drawn from the artist’s own experiences of consuming media rife with anti-Black prejudice throughout her life. Where the tapestries are absorbed in consumption and cyber culture, the tuftings speak to inherited trauma and necessarily implicate accountability in the viewer.

Wood has exhibited at The Art Institute of Chicago; The Metropolitan Museum of Art (New York); Hauser and Wirth (New York, Los Angeles, and Somerset, UK); Kendra Jayne Patrick (New York); Pippy Houldsworth Gallery, (London); and more. Her work is held in institutional collections, such as The Metropolitan Museum of Art, as well as international private collections. Wood lives and works in Brooklyn and Philadelphia, and is represented by Gallery Kendra Jayne Patrick and Pippy Houldsworth Gallery.
About the Gantt

Harvey B. Gantt Center for African-American Arts + Culture is a multi-disciplinary arts institution located in the heart of Charlotte, North Carolina. Founded in 1974, the Gantt Center’s mission is to present, preserve and celebrate excellence in the art, history and culture of African-Americans and those of African descent through visual and literary arts, dance music, film, educational programs, theatre productions and community outreach. The Gantt Center features fine art exhibitions from around the world and is home to the nationally celebrated John and Vivian Hewitt Collection of African-American Art, which was generously donated by Bank of America, and is accessible online.

Named for Charlotte civic leader and former mayor Harvey Bernard Gantt, the Gantt is housed in an iconic, award-winning structure designed by architect Philip Freelon, co-designer of the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture (NMAAHC).